
Thatcham Town Council 

Notes of a meeting with representatives of Great Western Railway and Network Rail 

held on Tuesday 13th October 2020 

via Zoom video conferencing 

to discuss Thatcham Train Station 

 

Present: Councillors Richard Foster, David Lister and Simon Pike 

  Toby Elliott (Network Rail) 

  Thomas Lydon and Nicola Scott (Great Western Railway (GWR)) 

 

In attendance: Mel Taylor (Town Clerk) 

 

1. Introductions 

Councillor Foster chaired the meeting and opened by welcoming everyone present and 

thanking the representatives of Great Western Railway and Network Rail for attending. 

Those present introduced themselves and their roles. 

 

2. Background 

On 28th August 2020, prompted by the Department For Transport’s consultation “Create a 

plan to decarbonise transport”, and as agreed by the Planning & Highways Committee at its 

meeting on 11th August 2020 (PH/2020/92), Thatcham Town Council wrote to Great Western 

Railway with proposals of improvements to Thatcham Train Station, to encourage greater 

use of the trains, and public transport in general, thereby reducing car travel. 

The points raised were as follows: 

“Thatcham Town Council believes that there is a more local aspect to supporting 

decarbonisation of transport, through implementation of improvements to local infrastructure, 

and it in this regard that the Town Council wishes to submit the following observations 

regarding Thatcham Station for your consideration. 

An integrated public transport system does not currently exist in West Berkshire. 

Crucially, there is no bus service at all to/from Thatcham Station. Therefore, a key step 

towards encouraging more use of the trains, would be to link local bus services with the train 

timetable and re-utilise redundant bus stops in the vicinity. This should be easily achievable 

through partnership with Reading Buses and/or Newbury & District Buses. 

Furthermore, there is insufficient station car parking, with a particular need for increased 

provision on the northern side of the track, with the inclusion of electric vehicle charging 

points. 

Facilities at Thatcham Station are wholly inadequate for a town with a population of 

c.25,000. There is poor shelter from adverse weather, insufficient seating, no toilets, no 

refreshment facilities, no weather protection on the footbridge and, critically, when the 

barriers are closed there is no means of access to the southern platform for those with 

disability aids, such as wheelchair or motorised scooter. With the barriers often being closed 



for long periods of time, 10 minutes or more, this can easily result in commuters with 

disability aids missing the train. This could be remedied by the addition of lift towers to the 

existing, relatively newly constructed, footbridge. 

With no viable alternative route across the Station, Thatcham is notorious for the length of 

time the barriers are closed, with engine-idling an unfortunate consequence, thereby, adding 

to carbonisation around the Station. Thatcham Town Council is soon to engage with local 

schools to design posters for display on highways leading to the station to try and encourage 

stationary vehicles to cut their engines. However, a better solution would be, if it were 

possible, to improve the signalling in order to differentiate between slow and fast trains 

approaching in order to reduce the barrier closure time. 

A final comment on infrastructure is to highlight the lack of electrification beyond Newbury, 

thereby resulting in journeys beyond Newbury to Great Bedwyn, continuing to be operated 

by diesel engines.” 

 

3. Further background information arising from the meeting 

From Thatcham Town Council: 

3.1 Thatcham has grown rapidly through the 1970’s and 1980’s, to a current population 

of circa 25,000, with the majority of the town’s growth being north of the railway line. 

3.2  Local infrastructure investment tends to be spent in neighbouring Newbury. 

3.3 Thatcham is used by many commuters to London, with use of the Station having 

increased significantly over the past 30 years but the facilities have not. 

3.4 The Station is located 1 mile from the town centre with the nearest serviced bus stop 

a quarter of a mile from the Station. 

3.5 In 2019 Thatcham Town Council declared a climate emergency and would like to see 

greater use of public transport, especially electric trains. 

3.6 The experience of getting to Thatcham Station can be stressful. There is an 

opportunity for agencies to work together to improve the home to office experience, 

including linking buses with train timetable etc. 

3.7  Last trains from London to Thatcham do not fit with Theatre show finishing times. 

 

From GWR & Network Rail: 

3.8 GWR operate a rolling stock of diesel and electric trains, all fitted to Department For 

Transport specifications. Some owned, some leased. 

3.9 There has been mixed feedback on the comfort of the new trains but tables, chargers 

and WiFi provide an improved experience for commuters. 

3.10 Due to Covid-19, stations and trains undergo regular deep cleans and hand sanitiser 

is provided, to encourage commuters to travel with confidence. 

3.11 Passenger numbers currently approximately 40-50% of pre-Covid level. 



3.12 Thatcham is controlled from the Colthrop signal box. The crossing is closed 

approximately 50% of each hour in peak times. Average closure times 2.5 minutes 

west bound; 4 minutes east bound. GPS technology is not yet used for signalling. 

3.13 Applications can be made to the Station Improvements Fund and/or Customer & 

Communities Improvement Fund to address obstacles to use of the trains. Next 

round of consultations for the Improvements Fund expected before the end of the 

year. 

3.14 GWR have regular meetings with West Berkshire Council (WBC) to feed into the 

draft, emerging Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP). 

3.15 GWR have discussed timetables with WBC to encourage alignment of bus and train 

timetables and consulted with Reading buses ahead of implementation of a revised 

train timetable in 2019. 

3.16 Number of Newbury Station users = 1.6m, Thatcham Station users = 490,000. Usage 

of Thatcham Station has decreased over last 2 or 3 years, but this may have been 

influenced by the closure for electrification works. 

3.17 Engage with local MP and Local Authority when lobbying for improvements. 

3.18 Passenger numbers and growth trajectory are important influencers in station 

investment. 

3.19 Network Rail have committed to be carbon zero by 2050. Completion of electrification 

works on all main lines form an important part of plan. 

3.20 Thatcham level crossing is deemed a “safe crossing”, i.e. comprises full barriers, 

safety alarms and other safety mechanisms. 

 

4. Meeting Closure 

 Councillors thanked Toby, Thomas and Nicola for the opportunity to meet and all 

present welcomed the opportunity and agreed to keep the dialogue open. 

 

 Toby, Thomas and Nicola left the meeting  

 

5. Key take away points 

o Importance of Colthrop signal box 

o Relocation of trip points 

o Facility improvements 

Agreed to request a review meeting in 2021. 

  

  

There being no further business, Councillor Foster declared the meeting closed at 6.40pm. 

 



 
APPENDIX I 

Summary of issues / actions – Working Document 

Ref Issue Potential resolution Comments Progress / Notes 

1 Train Station not serviced on bus route Include train station in bus 
routes, especially during 
peak hours 

Arrange meeting with 
Reading Buses to discuss 

 

2 Main car park located on south side of track 
and insufficient parking provision 

Relocate main car park to 
north side of track and 
increase parking provision 

Explore options to relocate 
and increase car parking 
provision 

 

3 Long barrier closure times – often closed for 
3 trains 

Relocate trip points to 
reduce closure duration 

Network Rail to feed back  

4 Longer barrier closure likely if signalling was 
controlled from Didcot 

Seek assurance of long-
term plans for Colthrop 
control 

Network Rail to feed back  

5 No toilet facility Provide accessible toilet/s Request installation of 
toilet, funded from Station 
Improvement Fund 

 

6 Lack of accessibility facilities to enable 
crossing of track without having to wait for 
barriers 

Install accessible lift Estimated cost of lift £1m 
 
Consider requesting GWR 
conduct an accessibility 
audit of Thatcham Station 

 

7 Limited cycle parking provision Install additional cycle 
parking / shelter/s 

Potential use of CIL from 
Station Road development 

 

8 Ticket Machine is located on the north side, 
along with the Ticket Office (manned to 
midday). There is no ticketing provision on 
the south side, requiring passengers to cross 
the track to purchase a ticket. 

Install ticket vending 
machine on southern side. 

Passengers encouraged 
to book online but GWR to 
feed back on possibility of 
installing ticket vending 
machine on south side 

 

9 Lack of weather shelters, 1 only, located on 
north side. 

Install additional weather 
shelter/s 

Potential use of CIL from 
Station Road development 

 

10 Improved signage needed regarding where 
to alight for Thatcham due to short platform. 

Review signage and 
address issues accordingly 

Request GWR review 
signage 

 

11 Last trains from London to Thatcham do not 
fit with Theatre closing times 

Align train timetable with 
Theatre closing times 

Request GWR consider at 
next timetable review 

 

 


